I I I . " Some new Theorems on the M otion of a Body about a Fixed
Point." By E dward J ohn R outh, M .A., F .R .S . Received Decem ber 21, 1872.
Poinsot constructs the motion of a rigid body about a fixed point under the action of no forces by means of an ellipsoid which has its centre at the fixed point and rolls on a fixed plane. In this manner the relations of the invariable line, and the instantaneous axis to each other and to the other parts of the body, may be found by solid geometry. I t is evident that in many cases these relations are merely translations into the language of solid geometry of certain properties of the spherical ellipse. In trying to make use of the spherical ellipse in a general manner, I have been led to some theorems which I think are interesting, and which seem to be new. In what follows I shall restrict myself almost entirely to these results.
1. Let a body be turning about a fixed point O under the action of no forces, and let the angular velocities about the principal axes at 0 be wi> wa> w3-Abo let A, B, C be the principal moments at the fixed p o in t; then we know that if we put wi2-f w22 +
Awj2-f-B w2"-(-0 a ),* = T, ► A V +BV +C V =G P,,
T and G are constant throughout the motion, and u> is the resultant angular velocity.
2. Ihere are three straight lines whose motions we may consider:-
(1) the Instantaneous axis, whose direction cosines are ^i, ^; (2) G~' ~G~' s/ Aoj V Bo*~G ' VC*,S (3) the This the Invariable axis, whose direction cosines are Eccentric axis, whose direction cosines are ____ ____ _____ V t V t ' V t last axis is the eccentric line of the instantaneous axis with regard to the momenta] ellipsoid at the fixed point, or, which is the same thing, the eccentric fine of the invariable axis with regard to the ellipsoid of gyra tion. Let a sphere of radius unity be described whose centre is O, fixed in the body and therefore moving with it. Let these three axes cut the sphere respectively in the points I, G, II. Let the principal axes at O cut the sphere in A, B, C. I t is our object to discuss the motions of I, G, H relatively to A, B, C and in space.
3. The equations to the cones described in the body by 01, OG, OH respectively are A(AT -G > 2 + B(BT -G2)y* + C(CT -G > 2= 0 ,
I t is clear that the three points I, G-, H describe spherical ellipses on the Q.2 sphere of radius unity. We know that lies between the greatest, A, and the least, 0, of the principal moments of inertia; let us suppose that it is also greater than the mean principal moment B. In this case the concavities of the three ellipses will be towards the point A, e. the point where the axis of greatest moment cuts the sphere. This point is therefore to be regarded as the common centre of the three ellipses. If -< B the common centre would be the intersection of the least axis of rp ^ 7 moment with the sphere. In the figure the eye is supposed situated on the axis of greatest moment, viewing the sphere from a considerable distance. All great circles on the sphere are represented by straight lines. If we put l -e2= sm--, we may define e to be the eccentricity of the r sin* a invariable ellipse. If e be the eccentricity of the eccentric ellipse, we easily find e2= A B -C B A -C ' B -C A -C so that both these eccentricities are independent of the initial conditions. 4. Since the body is turning about O I as instantaneous axis, it is evi dent th at the motion of Q-in the body is perpendicular to the great circle I G. Hence I G produced is a normal to the invariable ellipse.
5. I f w be the angular velocity of the body, the angular velocity of O G A is w sin G-I. B ut the resolved angular velocity of the body about O Q-is T constant, and = q -by a theorem due to Lagrange. Hence the velo-
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T A is q_ tan Gil. Also the recity of the invariable line along its ellipse mm . m I sultant angular velocity of the body is A ---------G cos G I 6.
L et the great circle G-I cut the axis major in N, so th at G N is a normal to the invariable ellipse. Referring the lines to the principal axes at the fixed point O as coordinate axes, the direction cosines of OG, OH are easily seen to be proportional to It follows at once that the ratio ^ is constant throughout the motion , G2-CT awi = --• I t also follows that the extremity of the invariable line moves cilong its ellipse with a velocity which bears a constant ratio to the tangent of the length of the normal to the ellipse intercepted between the curve and either axis.
7. Let us find the motion of the invariable axis referred to one focus, S, of the ellipse described by it.
The velocity of G resolved perpendicular to the focal radius vector S G is, by what precedes, Os pm = r tan G N . cos SGN. Ou I t may be shown that in any spherical ellipse the projection of the normal on either focal radius is constant. If this constant be called l, we have tan 1= ^an3 ta n a ' ' .
If, therefore, N L be a perpendicular arc drawn from N on SG, we tan GL = tan GN cos SGN.
Hence the resolved velocity of
Hence throughout the motion the extremity G of the invariable axis moves along its ellipse in such a manner that its velocity resolved pe the focal radius vector 8G is constant.
8. L et us next find the velocity of G resolved along the focal radius vector SG. L et S G = p , G S A = 0 ; then the polar equation to a sphe rical ellipse may be proved to be sin a cos a (1 i2) __ cosj h _ e cos 0.
tan p Differentiating this, we get ( 1 -e 2) sin a cos sin2 p a B ut the value of s i n p^, being the velocity of G perpendicular to the radius vector S G, has just been found. Also if GM be drawn as an ordinate perpendicular to the major axis, we have sin p sin 6 sin GJV Hence, substituting from art. 3, we get
Hence the velocity of Gt resolved along either focal radius vector bears to the sine of the ordinate of G a ratio which is constant throughout the moHon. This constant, when divided by the resultant angular momentum, ts tnde-'pendent of the initial conditions• 9. "We may also refer the motion of G to the centre of its ellipse.
The velocity of G along its ellipse being ^T^t a n G N , the re Hence, substituting, a G P -C T velocity of I along its ellipse tan n' . cos GrI, T AB where n' is the length of the normal to the instantaneous ellipse inter cepted between the curve and the major axis.
12.
If we compare this formula with the corresponding formula for the velocity of Gr, viz.
GP-CT velocity of G-1 along its ellipse J CGI tan n, we see that for every theorem relating to the motion of Gr in its elli there is a corresponding theorem for the motion of I. For example, if S' be a focus of the instantaneous ellipse, we see that the velocity of I resolved perpendicular to the focal radius vector S 'l bears a constant ratio to cos HI.
This constant ratio is =
(A T~^X &2~BT). where n" is the length of the normal to the eccentric ellipse intercepted between the curve and the major axis. Hence the velocity of the eccentric line along its ellipse varies as the tangent of the normal to its path.
Erom the two formulae for the velocities of G-and I we may easily
15. I t may be proved that in any spherical ellipse
where r is the central radius vector, and n Hie length of the normal, using this formula we easily find (velocity of H )2-(velocity of Gr)2= constant.
mi • . . . (GP-AT)(GP-BT)(GP-CT)
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16.
The invariable axis OG being fixed in space, it will be useful to find the motion of I relatively to Q-. L et p be the radius of curvature of the spherical ellipse described by G-, and let 0-1= z.Then clearly velocity of I resolved \ _ /'velocity'^ sin (p -f z) perpendicularly to GT J -^ of G ' s n ip T = g t a n z . (cosz + co tp s in z) .
B ut it may be proved that in any spherical ellipse tan 3 n tan p; tan21 where n is the length of the normal, and 21 the length of the latus rectum. Substituting for tanp, and remembering th at the ratio tan 2 G2-C T tan n CT we get angular velocity ] T , T /G 2-C T \3 / tan2 b \ 2 of X about a ) = S + s ( The following propeities of the spherical ellipse will be useful in connexion with what precedes. I have not been able to find them any where.
1. Equation to the ellipse, , tan b, , ta n y = -tan y , cos a * cos y . cos x.
Here y' is the eccentric ordinate and , n^. is constant. 9 tan 2. The projection of the normal GN on the focal radius vector SG, i. GL is constant and equal to semilatus rectum. I f l = semilatus rectum, tan 1= ^an -; also tan a sin GM 3. If H A E cut GN at right angles, tan GN . tan GE = tan* b. 4. The length GK cut off the focal radius vector by the conjugate diameter is constant and equal to a.
This follows from (2) and (3).
5. I f ea = lthen GM being an ordinate perpendicular to AN, tan A N = e2 tan AM. 6. Also S being a focus, a) = et an AM. be the radius of curvature, tan* n tanp: tan81 9. Regarding AG, A H as conjugate diameters, sin8 A H + sin8 AQ-= sin8 a + sin8 6, sin A H . sin G F = sin a sin 10. I f pb e the perpendicular from A on the tangent at G-, tan8a tan8b , a , , 2l , 2 . ---5------= tan8 a + tan b -tan AG. tan p 11. tan2 GN -tan81= -A, sin8 GM. cos4 b
12. sin8 a -sin2 AG = sin2 H A -sin2 b~s in8 GM . 1-e* Cor. tan8 GN = -^ (cos2 AG -cos2 a cos2 b). cos8 o sin8 a M arch 27, 1873.
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(Abstract.)
In this paper is given an account of a series of observations made in the Observatory of Birr Castle, in further prosecution of a shorter and less carefully conducted investigation, as regards many details, which forms the subject of two former communications* to the Royal Society.
The observations were first corrected for change of the moon's distance from the place of observation and change of phase during the continuance of each night's work, and thus a curve, whose ordinates represented the scale-readings (corrected) and whose abscissas represented the corre sponding altitudes, was obtained for each night's work. By combining
